
Fit for Purpose Takes Center Stage through Leesman Research
Recently, Hixson hosted its 2018 Thought Leadership Series presentation, “The Role of Workplace Design 
in Strengthening Employee Engagement and Performance,” featuring Eleanor Forster, Managing Director 
of North America for global insights leader Leesman. Hixson’s Bryon Sutherly kicked off the event by noting 
that “in today’s data-linked world, you probably get lots of things coming across your desk every week that 
point to new research about workplace design. However, those studies generally have a limited number of 
respondents.” In contrast, Sutherly noted, data from Leesman surveys more than 400,000 employees in over 
3,100 workplaces across the globe, providing a compelling reason to give credence to the findings that this 
company provides. “Leesman’s mission says that they do one thing: Measure how workplaces support those 
who use them,” said Sutherly.

Forster continued that theme, beginning her presentation by noting that Leesman “are the myth busters.” In 
saying so, Forster was noting that the independent, unbiased workplace research conducted by Leesman 
can often challenge certain assumptions that are made about workplace strategies and design options. One 
of Leesman’s most notable conclusions in recent years, according to Forster, was that “a poorly planned 
workplace can have a negative impact on employees, and serious repercussions on productivity.” Instead, 
“the outstanding workplace is one which supports the various activities in an employee’s workday, such as 
planned meetings, informal meetings, relaxation, focused work, and more.” To create a workplace that is fit 
for these purposes, Forster suggested that companies must understand what their people do and how to 
support them in their roles.

“We’re not here to tell you ‘this is what you should 
do,’” says Forster. “There’s no secret sauce…no 
way to get it completely right. What we are able 
to do is to find patterns and strong correlations 
that can give you some guidance as to what 
some of those key drivers (of a high performance 
workspace) are.”

Consider open plan, for example. According 
to Leesman research, a large majority of high-
performing workplaces have open floor plans. 
While we have all heard reports from others which 
indicate that open work spaces are not good for 
productivity, the reality, says Ms. Forster, is that 
“there is good open plan design and bad open 
plan design.”

Forster further mentioned that when companies see their own results, and how those compare with the 
benchmarking sets, it enables them to focus on those things that can significantly increase employee 
experience and fitness for purpose.  “Companies can contextualize against what has been achievable in 
over 3,000 other locations.”
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Ms. Forster’s presentation also focused on the impact that design of 
key work areas have on employees. These five key areas lead the field: 
Atriums and common areas, informal work and breakout areas, having a 
variety of different types of work spaces, general décor, and quiet rooms 
for working alone or in pairs.  When done well, these spaces can add 
tremendous value.

Noise levels and temperature were also cited as leading impact factors.  
“What we regularly see is that companies are continuing to miss some 
of the hygiene factors that are fundamental in the infrastructure of high 
performance and one of those is noise,” said Forster. “Yet, noise doesn’t 
always mean loud. It’s how disruptive the space is. We’re all different 
beasts and we all need different things in terms of temperatures and 
noise.”

Hixson’s Thought Leadership Series events are designed to present ideas 
on today’s hottest topics from some of the world’s renowned workplace 
experts. If you missed “The Role of Workplace Design in Strengthening 
Employee Engagement and Performance,” and want to hear more about 
Leesman and the Leesman Index, contact us today.
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